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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. In this paper, we define ``Hasse zeta functions'' of non-commutative
finitely generated rings over the ring Z of integers and study their proper-
ties. We compute the zeta functions of Weyl algebras, universal enveloping
algebras of certain Lie algebras, certain group rings, and some other
non-commutative rings.
Recall that for a commutative finitely generated ring A over Z, the
Hasse zeta function of A is defined by
y1ys
z s s 1 y N m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŁA
Ž .mgP A
Ž . Ž .where P A denotes the set of maximal ideals of A, and N m s
Ž .a Arm the order of the finite field Arm.
Ž .Now let A be a not necessarily commutative finitely generated ring
Ž .over Z. We define the Hasse zeta function z s of A asA
y1ys
z s s 1 y N m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŁA
Ž .mgP A
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Ž .where P A denotes the set of two-sided ideals of A such that Arm is
Ž .isomorphic to the matrix ring M k for some finite field k and for somer
Ž . Ž .integer r G 1, and N m s a k .
Ž . Ž .It can happen that z s diverges, though z s converges for manyA A
Ž .interesting types of A. We say z s converges if it absolutely converges asA
an infinite product for s whose real part is sufficiently large, and we say
Ž . Ž .z s diverges otherwise. ``For what type of ring A, does z s converge?''A A
Ž .``If it converges, what is the inf of the real part of s at which z sA
absolutely converges?'' These are very difficult problems, and we will
Ž .discuss them in Section 4 see also Theorem 1.4 below .
w xIn Ku1, Ku2 , N. Kurokawa suggested that the Hasse zeta function of a
nice category C should be defined as an Euler product over simple objects
Ž .in C. Our z s can be expressed in the formA
y1ys
z s s 1 y N M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŁA
M
where M runs over the isomorphism classes of finite simple A-modules
Ž . Ž .and N M s a End M .A
Ž . Ž .For each integer r G 1, we define the partial product z s in z s byA, r A
y1ys
z s s 1 y N m ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŁA , r
Ž .mgP Ar
Ž . Ž .where P A denotes the subset of P A consisting of m such thatr
Ž .Arm , M k for some finite field k.r
We obtain the following results.
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a finitely generated ring o¤er Z, and let r G 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The function z s absolutely con¤erges if Re s is sufficientlyA, r
large.
Ž . Ž .2 Let F be a finite field. If A is an F -algebra, then z s is aq q A, r
rational function of qys with coefficients in the rational number field Q.
Ž .The proof of Theorem 1.2 is by showing that z s coincides with theA, r
Hasse zeta function of a scheme S of finite type over Z called theA, r
w xspace of r dimensional irreducible representations of A L-M . This S A, r
is an F -scheme in the case A is an F -algebra.qq
In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.2 and other general results on our
Hasse zeta functions.
Ž .1.3. In Section 3, we compute z s for several types of non-commutativeA
Ž .rings A Examples 3.1]3.8 . For example, in the case R is a commutative
w xfinitely generated ring over Z and A is the Weyl algebra R T , drdT , we
will show
z s s z s y 2Ž . Ž .A R
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Ž .Example 3.1 . For this A, if R s Z, S / B if and only if r is a primeA, r
 4number. Similarly, for most A in Section 3, the set r ; S is not emptyA, r
Ž . Ž .is not a finite set, but the product z s of z s for all r has aA A, r
Ž .surprisingly simple form though each z s is not so simple. It seems thatA, r
Ž .such properties of z s are not explained by known commutative arith-A
metic algebraic geometry for each S .A, r
Ž .In one example Example 3.5, z s is not a function of familiar type.A
Ž .This A is the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra sl Z . In this2
case,
Ž .py1 r2yŽ sy1.z s s z s y 3 1 y pŽ . Ž . Ž .ŁA
p:odd prime
Ž .y py1 r2ys= 1 y p ,Ž .Ł
p:odd prime
Ž . Ž .where z s is Riemann's zeta function. This function z s does not haveA
Ž .an analytic continuation to the whole s-plane Proposition 3.5.1 .
In Section 4, we study the convergence of zeta functions. We will prove
Ž .the following result a finer result is given in Theorem 4.3 .
THEOREM 1.4. Let H be a finitely generated free abelian group and let G
be a group ha¤ing an exact sequence
1 “ H “ G “ Z “ 1.
Let R be a non-zero commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z, and let A be
w x Ž .the group ring R G . Then, the function z s con¤erges if and only if G has aA
nilpotent subgroup of finite index.
w xBy a theorem of Gromov Gr , for a finitely generated group G and for a
field k, G has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index if and only if the
w xGelfand]Kirillov dimension of k G is finite. Thus Theorem 1.4 suggests a
strong relationship between the convergence of zeta functions and
Gelfand]Kirillov dimensions of rings. Concerning this relationship, we
formulate Conjectures 4.11 and 4.14 and give some evidence.
In Section 5, we present several unsolved questions.
w xIn He , Hey defined the zeta functions of non-commutative rings in the
case A is finitely generated as a Z-module. Our zeta function differs from
Ž Ž .her zeta function our z s depends only on the Morita equivalence classA
of A, that is, only on the category of A-module, but her zeta function does
.not have this property and our zeta functions work for arbitrary finitely
generated rings over Z.
I am very grateful to Professor Kazuya Kato who suggested I study this
subject, gave a lot of essential advice, and encouraged me. I am very
grateful also to Professor Nobushige Kurokawa who suggested to count
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numbers of solutions of equations in matrix rings over finite fields and to
find a good theory of Hasse zeta functions of non-commutative rings based
on it. I also thank Akiko Baba who discussed this subject with me.
Notes. In this paper, all rings are assumed to have a unit 1, and all ring
homomorphisms are assumed to respect 1. Fields are assumed to be
commutative, though rings are not assumed to be commutative. For a ring
A, an A-module means a left A-module on which 1 acts as the identity. As
usual, Z, Q, R, C denote the ring of integers, the rational number field, the
real number field, and the complex number field, respectively.
2. GENERAL RESULTS
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2, and the following propositions:
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z.
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s coincides with the classical Hasse zeta functionR , 1
of the commutati¤e ring R and
z s s 1 if r ) 1.Ž .R , r
Ž .2 Let A be an R-algebra which is of finitely generated as an R-module.
Ž . ŽThen the function z s is identically 1 for almost all r. In particular byA, r
Ž .. Ž . Ž .Theorem 1.2 1 the function z s con¤erges if Re s is sufficiently large.A
Ž .3 Let A be an Azumaya algebra o¤er R. Then
z s s z s .Ž . Ž .A R
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a finitely generated ring o¤er Z.
Ž . Ž .1 Let n G 1, and let B be the matrix ring M A . Thenn
z s s z s if n di¤ides r ,Ž . Ž .B , r A , rr n
Ž .and z s is identically 1 otherwise.B, r
Ž .2 Let B be a finitely generated ring o¤er Z and assume B is Morita
Ž . Ž .equi¤alent to A. Then z s con¤erges if and only if z s con¤erges. If theyB A
con¤erge, we ha¤e
z s s z s .Ž . Ž .B A
Ž . w x3 Let B be the polynomial ring A T , . . . , T in n ¤ariables T , . . . , T1 n 1 n
which commute with each other and with any element of A. Then for any
r G 1,
z s s z s y n .Ž . Ž .B , r A , r
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2.3. We will prove Theorem 1.2. Let A and r be as in Section 1. We
introduce S , the space of r dimensional irreducible representations ofA, r
w x ŽA, which was studied for example in L-M . Earlier works on this subject
w x .are introduced in L-M . Let R be the functor from the category ofA, r
commutative rings over Z to the category of sets defined by
R R s Hom A , M R .Ž . Ž .Ž .A , r Z r
Then R is represented by a scheme of finite type over Z which weA, r
denote by the same letter R . To see this let m be the number ofA, r
generators of A. The scheme in question is the spectrum of the quotient
of the polynomial ring in mr 2 variables over Z, each of which represents
each entry of the image of the generators of A, by relations deduced from
the relations of the generators of A. The projective general linear group
Ž .scheme PGL over Z acts on R . The action is given for h g R Rr A, r A, r
Ž . Ž . y1 sand g g GL R , by h ‹ gh y g . Now let R be the subfunctor ofr A, r
R defined byA, r
R s R s h g R R ; the image of h : A “ M RŽ . Ž . Ž .A , r A , r r
generates M R over R .4Ž .r
Then R s is represented by an open subscheme of R which is stableA, r A, r
under the action of PGL . We denote this open subscheme also by R s .r A, r
The scheme S is defined as the quotient of R s by the action ofA, r A, r
PGL . We use the following properties of S : It is a scheme of finiter A, r
type over Z, and concerning the K-rational points for any algebraically
Ž . s Ž . Ž .closed field K, the canonical map from PGL K _R K to S K isr A, r A, r
Ž .bijective. An element of S K corresponds bijectively to the isomor-A, r
phism class of an r-dimensional irreducible representation of A over K.
Because the existence of such a good quotient S of R s is aA, r A, r
Ž w xdelicate problem we have to use work of Seshadri Ses on geometric
Žinvariant theory in which the base is an arbitrary noetherian ring not
w x.necessarily a field, cf. Mu, Introduction to the 2nd ed. , we give in detail
the construction of S . Let F be the affine ring of R , and let C beA, r A, r
w xthe invariant part of F under the action of PGL . By Ses, Theorem 3 , Cr
is a finitely generated ring over Z. The scheme S is defined as an openA, r
Ž . Ž .subscheme of Spec C as follows: Regard an r, r -matrix as a vector of
2 Ž .dimension r . An element of A defines an element of M F , and it isr
2 Ž . Ž 2 .regarded as a vector of dimension r over F. For a family s 1 , . . . , s r
2 Ž . 2of r elements of A, by regarding each s i as a vector of dimension r
Ž Ž . Ž 2 .. Ž 2 2 .over F and regarding s 1 , . . . , s r as an r , r -matrix over F, let
f g F be the determinant of this matrix. Then f is invariant under thes s
Žaction of PGL , and hence is an element of C. This follows from the factr
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Ž Ž 2 2 .that the determinant of the inner automorphism M “ M as an r , r -r r
.matrix defined by an element of PGL is 1. In fact, this determinantr
defines a homomorphism from PGL to GL , but any homomorphismr 1
. Ž .from PGL to GL is trivial. Let S be the open subscheme of Spec Cr 1 A, r
Ž w x. Ž . Ž 2 .defined to be the union of Spec C 1rf for all families s 1 , . . . , s r ofs
r 2 elements of A. Note that R s is the union of the open subschemesA, r
Ž w x. Ž . sSpec F 1rf of Spec F for all such families. That is, R is the inverses A, r
Ž . Ž . w ximage of S under the morphism Spec F “ Spec C . By L-M, 1.17 ,A, r
s Ž .for any algebraically closed field K and for any x g R K , the orbitA, r
Ž . Ž . ŽPGL K . x is closed in R K for the Zariski topology. In fact, A isr A, r
w x . wassumed to be a group ring in L-M , but the same proof works. By Ses,
x Ž . s Ž .Theorem 3 , this means that the canonical map from PGL K _R Kr A, r
Ž .to S K is bijective.A, r
Ž . s Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.3.1. If k is a finite field, PGL k _R k “ S k is anr A, r A, r
isomorphism.
Proof. Let k be a finite field and let K be its algebraic closure. Then
Ž . X s Ž . Ž .for any x g S k , there exists y g R K whose image in S KA, r A, r A, r
s Ž . Ž .is x. If there exists y g R k whose image in S K is x, then theA, r A, r
Ž . X Ž X.proof is accomplished. For s g Gal Krk , since y and s y have the
Ž . Ž . Ž .same image x in S K , there is a unique element s s of PGL KA, r r
Ž X. Ž . X Ž .such that s y s s s y . The map s ‹ s s is a 1-cocycle. Since
1Ž Ž .. w x Ž .H k, PGL K is trivial Ser, Chaps. 10 and 13 , there exists g g PGL Kr r
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž . y1 Xsuch that s g g s s s for all s g Gal Krk . Put y s g y . Then y
Ž . s Ž .is Gal Krk -invariant and hence belongs to R k , and the image of yA, r
Ž .in S k is x.A, r
Ž .2.4. We will show that z s coincides with the Hasse zeta function ofA, r
the scheme S , that is,A, r
‘ naS FŽ .A , r p nysz s s exp pŽ . Ž .Ł ÝA , r np ns1
w xthe product of Weil's zeta functions of S m F We1 for all primeA, r Z p
numbers p.
LEMMA 2.4.1. Let A be a finitely generated ring o¤er Z, let R be a
s Ž .commutati¤e ring, and let h be an element of R R . Then h sends theA, r
Ž .center of A into the ring of scalar matrices in M R .r
Proof. The image of a central element of A under h belongs to the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .centralizer of h A in M R . Since h A generates M R over R, ther r
Ž .image of a central element belongs to the center of M R , the subring ofr
the scalar matrices.
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Ž . Ž .n nLEMMA 2.4.2. Let B be a subring of M F and generate M F o¤err p r p
Ž .n mF . Then B is isomorphic to M F for some positi¤e integer m di¤iding n.p r p
Proof. Step 1. We show that B is a semi-simple ring. Let I be the
radical of B. We show I s 0. Let V s F[rn with the natural action ofp
Ž . X  4 Xn nM F , and let V s x g V; Ix s 0 . Then V is an F -subspace of Vr p p
and stable under the action of B. If V X / V and V X / 0 then B cannot
Ž . X X Xngenerate M F , so V s V or V s 0. If V s V, IV s 0 hence I s 0. Itr p
remains to show V X / 0. Since I is a nilpotent ideal, there is an integer
e G 0 such that I eV / 0 and I eq1V s 0. We have 0 / I eV ; V X.
Step 2. We show that B is a simple ring. If not, B is a product
B = B of non-zero rings B , B . Then V is a direct sum V [ V of1 2 1 2 1 2
F n-sublinear spaces such that B acts on V via the projection B “ B , forp i i
i s 1, 2. Since V and V are stable under the actions of B, V s 0 or1 2 1
Ž .  4nV s 0 from the condition on B to generate M F . Then B = 0 or2 r p 1
 40 = B acts as 0 on V. Hence one of them is zero, that is, B is a simple2
ring.
Step 3. By Step 2, by the Wedderburn]Artin Theorem and by the fact
that any finite division ring is commutative,
B , M X F mŽ .r p
X < Xfor some r and m. It remains to prove m n and r s r .
Step 4. By Lemma 2.4.1, the center of B which is isomorphic to F m isp
Ž .ncontained in the subring of scalar matrices of M F which is isomorphicr p
<nto F , so m n.p
Step 5. We show that r s rX. Consider an F n-homomorphism fromp
Ž .n nB m F to M F which extends the canonical injection from B toF p r pmp
Ž .nM F . This homomorphism is surjective from the assumption on B, andr p
Ž .Xn ninjective because B m F , M F is a simple ring, so the kernel ofF p r pmp
Ž .X nthe homomorphism which is a two-sided ideal of B is 0. So M F isr p
XŽ .nisomorphic to M F , and this proves r s r .r p
LEMMA 2.4.3. Let
P q s m g P A ; N m s q 4Ž . Ž . Ž .r
Ž . Ž .nfor q G 1 by fixing r . Then there is a surjecti¤e map g from S F toA, r p
Ž m. Ž . Ž m. <D P p by h ‹ Ker h , and for any m g P p such that m n, them < n
y1Ž .order of g m is m. Consequently, we ha¤e
aS F n s m.Ž . Ý ÝA , r p
m< Ž .m n mgP p
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s Ž . Ž .nProof. By Lemma 2.4.2, for h g R F , Ker h belongs toA, r p
Ž m. Ž . Ž .nD P p . Since the action of PGL F on h does not change Ker h ,m < n r p
Ž . Ž m. Ž .nwe have a well defined map g : S F “ D P p ; h ‹ Ker h .A, r p m < n
The surjectivity is trivial. By the Skolem]Noether Theorem, for any
Ž m. Ž .m nm g P p , there is m the number of the embedding from F into Fp p
Ž .nelements of S F whose kernel is m.A, r p
2.5. We can deduce the following facts from Lemma 2.4.3,
n nys ys‘ ‘p m pŽ . Ž .
naS F sŽ .Ý Ý Ý ÝA , r p n nmns1 ns1 < Ž .m n mgP p
bmys‘ ‘ pŽ .
s Ý Ý Ý bmms1 Ž . bs1mgP p
‘
myss ylog 1 y pŽ . 4Ž .Ý Ý
mms1 Ž .mgP p
and hence
‘ naS FŽ .A , r p nysexp pŽ .Ł Ý np ns1
‘
myss exp ylog 1 y pŽ . 4Ž .Ł Ý Ý
mp ms1 Ž .mgP p
y1yss 1 y N mŽ .Ž .Ł
Ž .mgP Ar
s z s .Ž .A , r
2.6. Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Ž .Proof. 1 It is known that the Hasse zeta function of a scheme of finite
Ž .type over Z absolutely converges if Re s is sufficiently large. We have
Ž .shown that if A is a finitely generated ring over Z, the function z sA, r
coincides with the Hasse zeta function of the scheme S of finite typeA, r
over Z.
Ž .2 Dwork and Grothendieck proved that the zeta function of a
scheme of finite type over F is a rational function of qys with rationalq
coefficients.
So we show that if A is an F -algebra, then S is a scheme over F .q A, r q
s Ž .We define the natural transformation w from the functor R to Spec FA, r q
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Ž Ž ..which we regard as the functor Hom F , . Let R be a commutative ring.q
The elements of F belong to the center of A, so every element ofq
s Ž .R R sends, by Lemma 2.4.1, the elements of F into the subring of theA, r q
Ž .scalar matrices of M R which is isomorphic to R. Thus every element ofr
s Ž . Ž .R R defines an element of Hom F , R . This defines the naturalA, r q
transformation w, and w is invariant under the action of PGL . Hence wr
factors through the quotient S of R s and this fact shows the schemeA, r A, r
S is over F .A, r q
2.7. We prove the equation in Section 1
y1ys
z s s 1 y N M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŁA
M
where M runs over the isomorphism classes of finite simple A-modules
Ž . Ž .and N M s aEnd M . This is a consequence of:A
Ž .LEMMA 2.7.1. Let fs A be the set of all isomorphism classes of finite
Ž .simple A-modules. Then, the correspondence M “ m s Ann M gi¤es a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..bijection from fs A to P A satisfying N m s a End M . HereA
Ž .Ann M denotes the annihilator of M in A.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We show that Ann M g P A for M g fs A . The endomor-
Ž . Ž .phism ring End M is a finite ring and a division algebra, so End M isA A
a finite field k. Let r be the dimension of M as a k-module. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .End M , M k . The canonical map A “ End M ; a ‹ m ‹ am isk r k
w x Ž .surjective by Burnside F-D, Corollary 1.16 . This shows that m s Ann M
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .belongs to P A and a End M s N m . This correspondence is one-A
Ž .to-one and onto. The injectivity follows from the fact that if M g fs A , M
Ž . Ž .is a module over ArAnn M , M k which has only one simple moduler
Ž .up to isomorphism. The surjectivity follows from the fact that if m g P A
Ž . [r Ž .and Arm ( M k , M s k with the canonical action of M k is ar r
Ž .simple A-module and Ann M s m.
2.8. We prove Proposition 2.1.
Ž .Proof. 1 The first assertion is clear. For an ideal m of R, Rrm is a
Ž .commutative ring, so it never coincides with M k for any finite field k ifr
r ) 1. This proves the second assertion.
Ž .2 Let m be the number of generators of A as an R-module. For
s Ž .r G 1 and for a field k, an element h of R k sends R into k byA, r
Ž . Ž .Lemma 2.4.1. Hence the k-subspace of M k generated by h A is atr
most m dimensional. Thus the existence of h implies r 2 F m. This shows
2 Ž .that if r ) m , S s B and hence z s s 1.A, r A, r
Ž . Ž .3 For a finitely generated R-algebra A , z s sA
Ž .Ł z s . Recall that A is an Azumaya algebra over R if andm g P ŽR. A r m A
only if it is a finitely generated projective R-module and Arm A are
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central simple algebras for all maximal ideals m of R. Because any central
Ž .simple algebra over the finite field Rrm is isomorphic to M Rrm forr
some integer r G 1, for the ring A in question,
z s s z s s z s s z s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ŁA A r m A R r m R
Ž . Ž .mgP R mgP R
2.9. We prove Proposition 2.2.
Ž .Proof. 1 Let M be an A-module. The category of A-modules and the
Ž . [ncategory of M A -modules are equivalent by the functor M ‹ Mn
[n Ž . Ž .where M is an M A -module on which M A acts canonically. Thisn n
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . .gives a bijection from fs A to fs M A fs is as in Lemma 2.7.1 .n
Ž . XFurthermore, in this bijection, any finite simple M A -module M satis-n
Ž X. Ž .fies dim M s n dim M where M is the corresponding finite simplek k
Ž X. Ž .A-module and k s End M s End M . Hence the result follows.M Ž A. An
Ž .2 By Morita's Theorem, B is isomorphic to the opposite ring of
Ž .End P where P is a finitely generated projective A-module such that AA
is a direct summand of P[n for some n G 1, and an A-module M
Ž .corresponds to the B-module Hom P, M in the equivalence of cate-A
Ž .gories. An A-module M is finite if and only if Hom P, M is finite.A
Ž .Hence the categorical equivalence gives a bijection between fs A and
Ž . Ž .fs B preserving N .
Ž .3 We may assume n s 1. We apply Lemma 2.4.1 by taking B s
w xA T as A in Lemma 2.4.1, to the central element T of B. We can see that
s Ž .nthe image of T under an element of R F must be a scalar matrix andB, r p
Ž .nall the scalar matrices in M F can be taken as the image of T. Therer p
n Ž .nare p scalar matrices in M F . Hencer p
aS F n s aS F n ? pn .Ž . Ž .B , r p A , r p
This shows
z s s z s y 1 .Ž . Ž .B , r A , r
3. EXAMPLES
In this section we compute some examples of zeta functions in non-com-
mutative rings. The method is to count the number of rational points of
S in finite fields.A, r
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 4Notations. For a ring R, R X , . . . , X denotes the non-commutative1 n
polynomial ring in n variables. For elements a , . . . , a of a ring A,1 n
² :a , . . . , a denotes the two-sided ideal of A generated by a , . . . , a .1 n 1 n
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.1 Weyl Algebra . Let R be a commutative finitely gener-
ated ring over Z, let a g R for i s 1, . . . , n, and leti
 4A s R X , Y , . . . , X , Y rI ,1 1 n n
where I is the two-sided ideal of A generated by the elements
X Y y Y X y a d , X X y X X , Y Y y Y Y 1 F i , j F n ,Ž .i j j i i i , j i j j i i j j i
where d is the Kronecker symbol. In the case a s 1 for all i, A is thei, j i
nth Weyl algebra. On the other hand, if a s 0 for all i, A is the usuali
commutative polynomial ring in 2n variables. Surprisingly, we have always
Ž . Ž .the same z s though each z s depends heavily on properties ofA A, r
a , . . . , a . We have:1 n
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s converges, andA
z s s z s y 2n .Ž . Ž .A R
Ž .2 Let p be a prime number, and let m be an integer such that
0 F m F n. Assume that R is a ring over F , a is invertible if 1 F i F m,p i
and a s 0 if m - i F n. Theni
z s s z s y 2n if r s pmŽ . Ž .A , r R
and
z s 1 otherwise.A , r
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. We may assume that R is a finite field, for z s , z s , z sR A A, r
Ž . Ž . Ž .are products of z s , z s , z s , respectively, where mR r m A r m A A r m A, r
ranges over all maximal ideals of R, and Rrm are finite fields. So assume
R is a finite field of characteristic p which we denote by k, and let K be
Ž .the algebraic closure of k. By Proposition 2.2 3 , we may assume that
X k Ž X.a / 0 for all i. For an extension k of k, let S k be the set ofi A, r
kX-rational points of S as a k-scheme. Then we have:A, r
Ž . k Ž . n3.1.1 The set S K is empty unless r s p .A, r
Ž . Ž . Ž3.1.2 As a Gal Krk -set i.e., a set endowed with an action of
Ž .. k Ž . 2 nnGal Krk , S K is isomorphic to K , the product of 2n copies ofA, p
K.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The results 1 , 2 are obtained from 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 , by counting the
k Ž X. Ž X. k Ž .order of the set S k s the Gal Krk -fixed part of S K , forA, r A, r
each finite extension kX of k in K.
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Ž . k Ž .nThe isomorphism in 3.1.2 is defined as follows: Let b g S K , andA, p
for an element x of A whose action in the representation b is a scalar, let
Ž . Ž Ž .b x g K be the action of x in b. So b x g K is defined for any central
. p p p pelement x of A by Lemma 2.4.1. The elements X , . . . , X , Y , . . . , Y1 n 1 n
Ž .belong to the center of A. The isomorphism 3.1.2 is defined by sending b
Ž Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. Ž p..to b X , . . . , b X , b Y , . . . , b Y .1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž .We prove 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 . Let M be a finite dimensional irreducible
representation of A over K. Since X , . . . , X commute, there is a non-zero1 n
element ¤ of M which is an eigenvector of X , with eigenvalue c g K, fori i
sŽ1. sŽ2. sŽn. Ž Ž . .any i s 1, . . . , n. Then Y Y ??? Y ¤ 0 F s i - p for i s 1, . . . , n1 2 n
Ž .is a K-basis of M. In fact by applying X y c 1 F i F n to thesei i
elements several times, we see that these elements are linearly indepen-
dent over K and the K-linear space spanned by them is stable under the
Ž .action of A and hence coincides with M. This proves 3.1.1 and the fact
k Ž . Ž Ž p.nthat to give b g S K is equivalent to giving c , . . . , c , b Y , . . . ,A, p 1 n 1
p p pŽ .. Ž . Ž .b Y . Since b X s c , we have the isomorphism stated in 3.1.2 .n i i
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2 Heisenberg Lie Algebra . Let R be a commutati¤e
finitely generated ring o¤er Z, and let A be the uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra of
the following Lie algebra g o¤er R: g is a free R-module of rank 3 with basis
w x w x w xx, y, z satisfying x, y s z, x, z s 0, y, z s 0. We ha¤e that the function
Ž .z s con¤erges, andA
z s s z s y 3 .Ž . Ž .A R
Proof. The universal enveloping algebra of the Heisenberg algebra is
expressed as
X ² : X w x 4R X , Y r XY y YX y Z , where R s R Z .
We apply Example 3.1 by taking RX as R in Example 3.1 to this universal
Ž . Xenveloping algebra and apply Proposition 2.2 3 to R . Then the result
follows.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let R be a commutative finitely generated ring over Z,
and let A be the universal enveloping algebra of the following Lie algebra
g over R: g is a free R-module of rank 2 with basis h, e satisfying
w xh, e s e. We have:
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s converges, andA
z s s z s y 2 .Ž . Ž .A R
Ž .2 Let p be a prime number. Assume that R is a ring over F . Thenp
z s s z s y 1 if r s 1Ž . Ž .A , r R
y1
z s s z s y 2 z s y 1 if r s pŽ . Ž . Ž .A , r R R
z s s 1 otherwise.Ž .A , r
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Proof. We may assume that R is a finite field which we denote by k
w xand let K be the algebraic closure of k. By S-F, 5.9, Example 1 , we have
Ž .see Example 3.1 for notations :
Ž . k Ž .3.3.1 The set S K is empty unless r s 1 or r s p.A, r
Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž .3.3.2 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to K by b ‹ b h .A, 1
Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž .3.3.3 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to y, z g K =A, p
4 Ž Ž p. Ž p ..K ; y / 0 by b ‹ b e , b h y h .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The results 1 , 2 are obtained from 3.3.1 , 3.3.2 , 3.3.3 by counting
X Xk Ž .the order of the set S k for each finite extension k of k in K.A, r
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let R be a commutative finitely generated ring over Z,
and let A be the universal enveloping algebra of the following Lie algebra
g over R: g is a free R-module of rank 3 with basis h, e, f satisfying
w x w x w xh, e s e, h, f s a f , e, f s 0, where a is an invertible element of R.
We have:
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s converges, andA
z s s z s y 3 .Ž . Ž .A R
Ž .2 Let p be a prime number. Assume that R is a ring over F . Thenp
z s s z s y 1 if r s 1.Ž . Ž .A , r R
y1
z s s z s y 3 z s y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ž /A , r R r m R r m
mgM
2 y2
= z s y 2 z s y 1 if r s pŽ . Ž .Ł ž /R r m R r m
XmgM
y3 3 y1
z s s z s y 3 z s y 2 z s y 1 z sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ž /A , r R r m R r m R r m R r m
XmgM
if r s p2
z s s 1 otherwise,Ž .A , r
where
M s m g P R ; the canonical image of a in Rrm belongs to F ,Ž . 4p
MX s m g P R ; the canonical image of a in RrmŽ .
does not belong to F .4p
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Proof. We may assume that R is a finite field which we denote by k,
and let K be the algebraic closure of k, and let KU be the multiplicative
w xgroup of K. By S-F, 5.9, Example 3 , we have:
Ž . p p p1 The case a belongs to F . In this case h y h, e , f belong top
the center of A, and the followings hold.
Ž . k Ž .3.4.1 The set S K is empty unless r s 1 or r s p.A, r
Ž . Ž . k Ž .3.4.2 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to K by b ‹A, 1
Ž .b h .
Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž .3.4.3 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to x, y, z gA, p
Ž . Ž .4 Ž Ž p. Ž p. Ž p ..K = K = K ; x, y / 0, 0 by b ‹ b e , b f , b h y h .
Ž . p p p22 The case of a does not belong to F . In this case, e , f , t s hp
p Ž p. py1Ž p .y h y a y a h y h belong to the center of A, and the follow-
ings hold.
Ž . k Ž . 23.4.4 The set S K is empty unless r s 1 or r s p or r s p .A, r
Ž . Ž . k Ž .3.4.5 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to K by b ‹A, 1
Ž .b h .
Ž . Ž . k Ž . U3.4.6 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to K =A, p
K @ KU = K. The isomorphism is defined as follows. For an element b of
k Ž . Ž p. Ž p. Ž p. pS K , one of b e and b f is zero. In the case b f s 0, h y hA, p
Ž Ž p. Ž p ..acts as a scalar in b, and b is sent to b e , b h y h in the left
U Ž p. p py1K = K. In the case b e s 0, h y a h acts as a scalar, and b is sent
Ž Ž p. Ž p py1 .. Uto b f , b h y a h in the right K = K.
Ž . Ž . k Ž . U U23.4.7 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to K = KA, p
U Ž Ž p. Ž p. Ž ..= K by b ‹ b e , b f , b t .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The results 1 , 2 are obtained from 3.4.1 ] 3.4.7 by counting the
X Xk Ž .order of the set S k for each finite extension k of k in K.A, r
The Examples 3.2]3.4 may give the feeling that the zeta function of the
universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra has always a simple form.
The following Example 3.5 shows this is not the case.
Ž Ž ..EXAMPLE 3.5 sl Z . Let A be the universal enveloping algebra of2
Ž .sl Z . We have:2
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s converges, andA
Ž .py1 r2yŽ sy1.z s s z s y 3 1 y pŽ . Ž . Ž .ŁA
p:odd prime
Ž .y py1 r2ys= 1 y p .Ž .Ł
p:odd prime
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Ž .2 For any odd prime number p, we have
1
z s s if r s 1, . . . , p y 1Ž .A r p A , r ys1 y p
1 Ž .py1 r2yŽ sy1. ysz s s 1 y p 1 y p if r s pŽ . Ž . 4Ž .A r p A , r yŽ sy3.1 y p
z s s 1 otherwise.Ž .A r p A , r
For p s 2, we have
1
z s s if r s 1Ž .A r2 A , r yŽ sy2.1 y 2
1
yŽ sy2.z s s 1 y 2 ? if r s 2Ž . Ž .A r2 A , r yŽ sy3.1 y 2
z s s 1 otherwise.Ž .A r2 A , r
Ž .Proof. We take the basis h, e, f of sl Z as2
1 0 0 1 0 0h s , e s , f s .ž / ž / ž /0 y1 0 0 1 0
w x w x w xThen, h, e s 2 e, h, f s y2 f , e, f s h.
Ž .1 The case where p is an odd prime. Let k s F , and let K be thep
p p p Ž .2algebraic closure of k. Then e , f , h y h, h y 1 q 4ef belong to the
w xcenter of ArpA. By Rudakov and Shafarevich R-S , we have:
Ž . Ž .3.5.1 The set S K is empty unless r s 1, . . . , p.A, r
Ž . Ž .3.5.2 The set S K is a one point set if r s 1, . . . , p y 1.A, r
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.5.3 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to Z y S whereA, p
2Ž py1.r2 2Z s x , y , z , t g K = K = K = K ; 4 xy s t t y 1 y zŽ . Ž .½ 5
)Ž .
S s 0, 0, 0, t g K = K = K = K ; t Ž py1.r2 s 1 4Ž .
Ž Ž p. Ž p. Ž p . ŽŽ .2 ..by b ‹ b e , b f , b h y h , b h y 1 q 4ef .
Ž . Ž .The parts of 1 and 2 concerning the Euler factor at an odd prime
Ž . Ž .number p are obtained from 3.5.1 ] 3.5.3 , by counting the order of the
Ž X. Xset S k for each finite extension k of k in K. I explain how toA, r
Ž X. Xcompute the order of the set S k . Let k s F a finite extension ofA, p q
Ž X.k s F . We compute the order of the Gal Krk -fixed part of Z.p
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Ž . Ž .i The case where both sides of the equation in ) are zero. In
Ž . X X Ž . Ž py1.r2this case 2 q y 1 pairs x, y g k = k satisfy 4 xy s 0. Put g t s t
Ž . Ž . Ž .y 1. If g t / 0, we put u s zrg t . Then we see that a pair z, t
X U Ž . 2corresponds to a unique u g k y k by z s g t u, t s u . Hence there
Ž . Ž . X Xare q y p y 1 pairs of z, t g k = k for which the right hand side of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž py1.r2) is 0 and g t / 0. If g t s 0, t s 1 and z s 0. There are
Ž .Ž Ž . . Ž .2 q y 1 q y p y 1 r2 solutions of Eq. ) .
Ž . Ž .ii The case where both sides of the equation in ) are non-zero.
Ž . 2 Ž . X X Ž .By i , among the whole q elements of z, t g k = k , q y p y 1 r2
Ž .satisfy the condition that the right hand side of ) is zero. So the rest
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .q y q q p y 1 r2 pairs of z, t make the right hand side of ) not
Ž . Ž . X X Ž .equal to zero. For each z, t , q y 1 pairs of x, y g k = k satisfy ) .
Ž .Ž 2 Ž . . Ž .Hence there are q y 1 q y q q p y 1 r2 solutions of Eq. ) .
Ž .So since the order of the set S is p y 1 r2, the order of the set
Ž X. Ž .Ž Ž . Ž .Ž 2 Ž . .S k is 2 q y 1 q y p y 1 r2 q q y 1 q y q q p y 1 r2 yA, p
Ž . 3 Ž . Ž .p y 1 r2 s q y q q 1 ? p y 1 r2. Hence the result follows.
Ž . w x w x2 The case where p s 2. In this case, we have h, e s 0, h, f s 0,
w x Ž .e, f s h in sl F . So Ar2 A is expressed as2 2
² :w x  4F h X , Y r XY y YX y h ,2
where X corresponds to e and Y corresponds to f. Hence we apply
Example 3.1. Note
z s s z s ,Ž . Ž .ŁA r2 A , r Ž A r2 A.rŽm . , r
m
w xwhere m ranges over all maximal ideals of F h .2
Ž . Ž . w xi By Example 3.1, only one maximal ideal m s h of F h2
Ž .contributes to z s . We haveA r2 A, 1
1
z s s z s y 2 s .Ž . Ž .A r2 A , 1 F w h xrŽh. yŽ sy2.2 1 y 2
Ž . Ž . w xii By Example 3.1, all of the maximal ideals m / h of F h2
Ž .contribute to z s . We haveA r2 A, 2
1 y 2yŽ sy2.
z s s z s y 2 s .Ž . Ž .ŁA r2 A , 2 F w h xr m yŽ sy3.2 1 y 2Ž .m/ h
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Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5.1. Let A be the uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra of sl Z .2
Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The function z s absolutely con¤erges if and only if Re s ) 4.A
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The function z s is analytic in Re s ) 2.A
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 The function z s has the natural boundary Re s s 2.A
This is a consequence of the following result, Proposition 3.5.2 of N.
Ž .Kurokawa. The key point of the proof of 3 is that any point on the line
Ž . XŽ . Ž .y1 XŽ .Re s s 2 is a limit point of poles of z s z s , where z s means theA A A
Ž . Ž . Ž .derivative of z s , in the region Re s ) 2. For the proof of 3.5.1 , theA
Ž .case x s 1 of 3.5.2 is enough, but we consider here all Dirichlet charac-
ters expecting future applications to zeta functions of other rings.
Ž . w xPROPOSITION 3.5.2. Let h T be an element of C T of degree d G 1, and
Ž .let x be a Dirichlet character which is not necessarily primiti¤e . Then we
ha¤e:
Ž .1 The function
Ž .h pysF s, x s 1 y x p pŽ . Ž .Ž .Ł
p:prime
Ž .absolutely con¤erges in Re s ) d q 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 The function F s, x is analytic in Re s ) d.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 The function F s, x has the natural boundary Re s s d.
We give the proofs of Proposition 3.5.1 and Proposition 3.5.2 at the end
of this section.
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.6 Quantum Plane . Let R be a commutative finitely
generated ring over Z, and let
² : 4A s R X , Y r XY y aYX ,
where a is an invertible element of R. We have:
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s converges, andA
z s s z s y 2 .Ž . Ž .A R
Ž .2 Let
2 y1
z s s z s y 1 z sŽ . Ž . Ž .A , r R R
y2
= z s y 2 z s y 1 z s if r s 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ž /R r m R r m R r m
mgM r
y2
z s s z s y 2 z s y 1 z s if r / 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł ž /A , r R r m R r m R r m
mgM r
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where
M s m g P R ; the canonical image of a in Rrm Ž .r
is a primitive r th root of 1 .4
Proof. We assume that R is a finite field which we denote by k, and let
K be the algebraic closure of k. Let l be the order of a. If l s 1,
w x Ž .A s k X, Y and hence we are reduced to Proposition 2.2 3 . Assume
l / 1. Note that X l and Y l belong to the center of A. We have:
Ž . k Ž .3.6.1 The set S K is empty unless r s 1 or r s l.A, r
Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž .3.6.2 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to y, z g KA, 1
4 Ž . Ž ..=K ; y s 0 or z s 0 by b ‹ b X , b Y .
Ž . Ž . k Ž . Ž .3.6.3 As a Gal Krk -set, S K is isomorphic to y, z g KA, l
4 Ž Ž l. Ž l..=K ; y / 0, z / 0 by b ‹ b X , b Y .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The results 1 , 2 are obtained from 3.6.1 , 3.6.2 , and 3.6.3 by
k Ž X. Xcounting the order of the set S k for each finite extension k of kA, r
in K.
Ž . Ž .We prove 3.6.1 ] 3.6.3 . Let ¤ be a non-zero element of M which is an
Ž .eigenvector of X, with eigenvalue c g K. If c s 0, since Ker X : M “ M
is stable under the action of Y, we can take ¤ to be an eigenvector also of
Y. Then K¤ is stable under the action of A, and hence M s K¤ , and M is
determined by the eigenvalue of Y. In the case where Y has 0 as an
eigenvalue, we can proceed in the same way. So we assume that c / 0 and
Y does not have 0 as an eigenvalue. Then Y i¤ for i s 0, . . . , l y 1 is a
K-basis of M. In fact as X multiplies Y i¤ by aic, we see that these
elements are linearly independent over K and the K-linear space spanned
by them is stable under the action of A and hence coincides with M.
Ž . k Ž . Ž Ž l..These prove 3.6.1 and the fact b g S K is determined by c, b Y .A, l
Ž l. XWhen we fix the value of b Y , if two eigenvalues c, c of X with
eigenvectors ¤ , ¤ X, respectively, satisfy cl s cX l, then the irreducible repre-
sentations of A generated by ¤ and that by ¤ X are isomorphic. In fact
since cX s amc for some 0 F m - l, the isomorphism is defined by sending
Xlym Ž .¤ to Y ¤ . Relation 3.6.3 follows from these things.
Remark 3.6.1. As an example, let b G 1, c G 1 be integers which are
w Ž .x  4 ²relatively prime, let a s brc, and let R s Z 1r bc , A s R X, Y r XY
: Ž . Ž .y aYX . Then for r G 2, the following holds by Example 3.6 2 : z s isA, r
Ž yŽ sy2..y1Ž yŽ sy1..2Ž ys .y1the product of 1 y p 1 y p 1 y p over all prime
divisors p of br y cr which do not divide bi y ci for 0 - i - r, and
wS / B if and only if such p exists. By Birkhoff and Vandiver B-V,A, r
x  4  4Theorem 5 , such p exists for any r G 3 except the case b, c s 2, 1 and
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w xr s 6, and the case b s c s 1. When we regard the work B-V as the
 4determination of the set r ; S / B for a special non-commutativeA, r
finitely generated ring A over Z, the following general question arises: Is
there a characterization of a set of integers which coincides with r ; S A, r
4/ B for some finitely generated ring A over Z?
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.7 Heisenberg Group . Let G be the Heisenberg group
which is defined by generators x, y, z with relations xyxy1 yy1 s z, xz s zx,
w xyz s zy, and let A be the group ring Z G . We have:
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s converges, andA
y3 3 y1
z s s z s y 3 z s y 2 z s y 1 z s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A
Ž .2 We have
y2
z s s z s y 2 z s y 1 z s ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A , r S S Sr r r
w xwhere S s Z z , 1rr with z a primitive r th root of 1.r r r
Proof. The group ring of Heisenberg group is expressed as
y1 y1 ² : 4R X , X , Y , Y r XY y ZYX ,
w y1 xwhere R s Z Z, Z . By the similar argument as in Example 3.6, we have
y2
z s s z s y 2 z s y 1 z sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŁA , r R r m R r m R r m
mgM r
for all r G 1 where
M s m g P R ; the canonical image of Z in Rrm Ž .r
is a primitive r th root of 1 .4
The set M is identified with the set of all maximal ideals of S . Further-r r
more
y1
z s s z s y 1 z s .Ž . Ž . Ž .R
Ž . Ž .So the results 1 , 2 are obtained.
Ž .Finally we consider an example of A such that z s diverges. ForA
Ž .Example 3.8, I have computed z s only in the case r s 2.A, r
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let R be a commutative finitely generated ring over Z,
 4assume that R / 0, and let Z s R X, Y . We have:
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s diverges.A
Ž .2 We have
y1
z s s z s y 5 z s y 4 .Ž . Ž . Ž .A , 2 R R
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Ž .Proof. 1 We may assume that R is a finite field k. For each integer
Ž . Žr G 1, let M be the r dimensional k-vector space with basis e i 1 F i Fr
.r , and define the actions of X, Y on M as follows:r
Ž . Ž . Ž .X sends e i to e i q 1 if i / r, and sends e r to 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y sends e i to e i y 1 if i / 1, and sends e 1 to 0.
Ž .So we have an action of A on M . To prove that the function z sr A
Ž .diverges, it is enough to show that all the A-modules M r G 1 arer
Ž .simple A-modules such that End M s k. In fact any non-zero k-sub-A r
spaces of M which is stable under the action of X has the formr
Ž . XXÝ ke i for some 1 F r F r, and any non-zero k-subspace of M whichiG r r
Ž . YYis stable under the action of Y has the form Ý ke i for some 1 F r F r.iF r
This shows that M has no non-zero A-submodule except M itself, that is,r r
Ž .M is a simple A-module. Let h g End M . Since the kernel of X : Mr A r r
Ž .“ M is a one dimension k-vector space generated by e r , we haver
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Žh e r s ae r for some a g k. Since e r generates M over A for ther
. Ž .A-module M is simple , we have h x s ax for any x g M . Hencer r
Ž .End M s k.A r
Ž .2 We may assume that R is a finite field k with q elements. It is
sufficient to prove that the number of isomorphism classes of A-modules
Ž . 5 4M satisfying the condition ) below is q y q .
Ž .) M is a finite simple A-module of dimension 2 over k such
Ž .that End M s k.A
w x Ž .Let B s k X . As a B-module, such an M is isomorphic to Br f for a
unique monic polynomial f of degree 2 over k. We consider the following
three cases individually.
Ž . Ž .Ž .3.8.1 f s X y a X y b with a, b g k, a / b.
Ž . Ž .23.8.2 f s X y a with a g k.
Ž .3.8.3 f is irreducible.
Ž . Ž .3.8.1 In this case there are q q y 1 r2 polynomials f. An action of Y
Ž . Ž .on M s Br f gives M an A-module structure satisfying ) if and only if
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y stabilizes none of the k-subspaces k X y a mod f and k X y b
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .2mod f of Br f . There are q y q actions of Y satisfying this condi-
tion. Since two actions of Y give isomorphic A-module structures on
Ž . Ž Ž ..UBr f if and only if they are conjugate by some element of Br f , each
ŽŽ Ž ..U U .A-isomorphism class includes a Br f rk s q y 1 different actions
Ž . Ž 2 .2 Ž .of Y. Thus in this case we have q q y 1 r2 ? q y q ? 1r q y 1 s
Ž 3Ž .2 .q q y 1 r2 isomorphism classes of A-modules satisfying the condition
Ž .) .
Ž .3.8.2 In this case there are q polynomials f. An action of Y on
Ž . Ž .M s Br f gives M an A-modules structure satisfying ) if and only if
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Ž . Ž .the action of Y does not stabilize the k-subspace k X y a mod f . There
3Ž .are q q y 1 such actions, and each A-isomorphism class includes
ŽŽ Ž ..U U .a Br f rk s q different actions of Y. Thus in this case we get
3Ž . y1 3Ž .q ? q q y 1 ? q s q q y 1 isomorphism classes of A-modules satisfy-
Ž .ing the condition ) .
Ž . Ž .3.8.3 In this case there ae q q y 1 r2 polynomials f. An action of Y
Ž . Ž .on M s Br f gives M an A-module structure satisfying ) if and only if
the action of Y does not commute with the action of B. There are q4 y q2
ŽŽ Ž ..U U .such actions, and each A-isomorphism class includes a Br f rk s q
Ž . Ž 4 2 .q 1 different actions of Y. Thus in this case we get q q y 1 r2 ? q y q
Ž .y1 3Ž .2? q q 1 s q q y 1 r2 isomorphism classes of A-modules satisfying
Ž .) .
So the number of all isomorphism classes of A-modules which satisfy
3 2 3 3 2 5 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .) is q q y 1 r2 q q q y 1 q q q y 1 r2 s q y q .
3.9. Here we give the proof of Proposition 3.5.2 due to N. Kurokawa.
w x ŽThe main line of the proof is based on the method in L-W cf. also
w x.Ku3 .
Ž .3.9.1 In preparation for the proof of Proposition 3.5.2, we give
Ž .here an expression of log F s, x by using Dirichlet L-functions of powers
of x .
Ž . Ž . ysLet w s, x s Ý x p p . By The Mobius inversion theorem, weÈp:prime
have
‘ m nŽ .
nw s, x s log L ns, x , iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý nns1
Ž . Ž . d kwhere m n is the Mobius m-function. Write h T s Ý c T . ThenÈ ks0 k
log F s, x s h p log 1 y x p pysŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
p:prime
m kym sd ‘ c x p pŽ .ks y iiŽ .Ý Ý Ý mks0 p :prime ms1
d ‘ ck ms y w ms y k , xŽ .Ý Ý mks0 ms1
d ‘ ‘c m nŽ .k m ns y log L n ms y k , xŽ .Ž .Ý Ý Ým nks0 ms1 ns1
by iŽ .Ž .
d ‘ 1
Ns y c m n log L Ns y nk , x . iiiŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýk ž /Nks0 Ns1 <n N
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Ž . Ž .3.9.2 We prove 1 of Proposition 3.5.2. We show the function
Ž . Ž .log F s, x absolutely converges in Re s ) d q 1. We consider the ex-
Ž . Ž . Ž .pression ii of log F x, x . Let s s Re s ) d q 1. Then for each k s
0, . . . , d,
m kym s‘ x p pŽ .





s Ý sp y 1p:prime
1 2
dysF 2 p from the inequality FÝ s sž /p y 1 pp:prime
‘
dysF 2 n - ‘.Ý
ns1
Ž . Ž .3.9.3 We prove 2 of Proposition 3.5.2. It suffices to show that the
Ž . Ž .function log F s, x is analytic in Re s ) d. Since
log L s, x ; x 2 2ys as Re s “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .
we have
NN yNsqnklog L Ns y nk , x ; x 2 2 as N “ ‘.Ž .Ž .
Ž .Here and in what follows, ; means that the ratio converges to 1. By iii ,
this implies that
d NX 1
Nlog F s, x q c m n log L Ns y nk , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýk ž /Nks0 Ns1 <n N
d ‘ 1 N yNsqnk; y c m n x 2 2Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýk ž /½ 5X Nks0 NsN q1 <n N
for a sufficiently large integer N X . ivŽ .
Ž . Ž . < <So we show that iv absolutely converges in Re s ) d. Let c s max ck k
Ž .and let s s Re s ) d. Then
‘ ‘ yNsqNd1 N2
yNsqnk< <c 2 F cdÝ Ý Ý Ýk
X XN Nk NsN q1 < NsN q1n N
‘ 1
s cd - ‘.Ý NsydX 2Ž .NsN q1
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Ž . Ž .3.9.4 We prove 3 of Proposition 3.5.2 in Subsections 3.9.4]3.9.7.
Ž .By iii we have
X d ‘ XF L
Ns, x s y c m n Ns y nk , x . vŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýk ž /F Lks0 Ns1 <n N
Ž .We show that every point on Re s s d is a limit point of poles of the
Ž X .Ž .function F rF s, x . To show this, it is sufficient to prove that for any
Ž X .Ž .real number u and for any real number d ) 0, the function F rF s, x
has a pole in the region
S s s g C; d - Re s - d q d , u - Im s - u q d . 4Ž . Ž .d , u , d
By the principle of reflection, it is enough to prove this only for u ) 0.
Ž . Ž w x.3.9.5 The following facts are known see Ti :
Ž . Ž . Ž .vi Let N T , x be the number of the zeros of L s, x in the
region
s g C; 0 - Re s - 1, 0 - Im s - T . 4Ž . Ž .
Then
T
N T , x ; log T as T “ ‘.Ž .
2p
Ž . Ž . Ž .vii Let r be a zero of L s, x , and let mult r, x be the
multiplicity of r. Then
< <mult r , x - C log Im rŽ . Ž .
< Ž . <if Im r ) 2 where C is a positive constant which is independent of r.
Ž .3.9.6 Assume u, d ) 0 are given. Then there exists a prime number
Ž . Ž .p satisfying the following conditions viii ] xii .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .viii N p u q d , x y N pu, x ) 0.
Ž .ix p ) 1rd .
Ž .x p ) 2ru.
Ž . Ž Ž ..xi p ) C log p u q d .
Ž .xii p ’ 1 mod l where l is the order of the character x .x x
Indeed, since
p u q d pu u q dŽ .
lim log p u q d log pu s ) 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .
2p 2p up“‘
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Ž .we have by vi the relation ; in
N p u q d , x y N pu, xŽ . Ž .Ž .
p u q d puŽ .
; log p u q d y log puŽ . Ž .Ž .
2p 2p
pd
) log pu “ ‘ as p “ ‘.Ž .
2p
Ž .Hence if p is a sufficiently large prime number satisfying xii , it satisfies
Ž . Ž .all viii ] xii .
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.9.7 Take a prime number p which satisfies viii ] xii . Then by
Ž . Ž .viii , there exists a complex number r such that 0 - Re r - 1 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .pu - Im r - p u q d , L r, x s 0. By the principle of reflection, we
Ž .may assume that 1r2 F Re r - 1. We will prove that v s rrp q d is a
Ž X .Ž .pole of F rF s, x and is contained in the region S . The fact v isd, u, d
contained in S is deduced fromd, u, d
Re r 1Ž .
d - q d - q d - d q d by ixŽ .Ž .
p p
Ž . Ž Xand from our assumption on Im r . The point v is a pole of yc Lrd
.Ž .L ps y pd, x . It is deduced from
L pv y pd, x s 0 by pv y pd s r .Ž .
Ž X .Ž .Now we prove that v is a pole of the function F rF s, x . That is, the
Ž X .Ž .pole v of the function LrL ps y pd, x does not vanish by the influ-
Ž X .Ž N .ence of the other poles of the functions LrL Ns y nk, x which
Ž . ŽŽ X .Ž ..appear in v . We show the residue Res F rF s, x / 0. This isssv
deduced as
X d ‘ XF L
NRes s, x s y c m n Res Ns y nk , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýssv k ssvž / ž /F Lks0 Ns1 <n N
d ‘ Nmult Nv y nk , xŽ .
s y c m nŽ .Ý Ý Ýk Nks0 Ns1 <n N
mult Nv y Nd, x NŽ .
s yc m N . xiiiŽ . Ž .Ýd N0-N-2 p
Ž .The last equality xiii is obtained as follows: If N G 2 p,
N
Re Nv y nk s Re r q Nd y nk G 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
p
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for Nrp Re r G 1 and Nd y nk G 0. If 0 - N - 2 p and k, n /
Ž .d, N ,
N
Re Nv y nk s Re r q Nd y nk ) 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
p
Ž . Ž N .for Re r ) 0 and Nd y nk G 1. Since L s, x is holomorphic except
Ž . Ž .possibly at s s 1 and does not have zero in Re s G 1, these prove xiii .
Finally
F
X mult Nv y Nd, x NŽ .
Res s, x s yc m NŽ . Ž .Ýssv dž /F N0-N-2 p
mul pv y pd, x pŽ .
s yc yd p
mult Nv y Nd, x NŽ .
q m N . xivŽ . Ž .Ý N 00-N-2 p
N/p
Here pv y pd s r and we have
1 F mult r , x p s mult r , x by xiiŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
- C log Im r by vii and xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
- C log p u q dŽ .Ž .
- p by xi .Ž .Ž .
Ž p.Hence, the denominator of mult pv y pd, x rp is p whereas the de-
Ž N .nominators of mult Nv y Nd, x rN for 0 - N - 2 p, N / p are prime
Ž .to p. So xiv does not coincide with 0.
3.10. We prove Proposition 3.5.1.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We apply Proposition 3.5.2 by taking h T s T y 1 r2 and
Ž .taking the following Dirichlet character x : x n s 1 if n is congruent to 1
Ž .modulo 2 and x n s 0 if n is congruent to 0 modulo 2. The degree of
Ž . Ž .h T is 1. By Proposition 3.5.2, we obtain that in 1 of Example 3.5, the
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .second resp. third term absolutely converges in Re s ) 3 resp. Re s )
. Ž . Ž Ž . .2 , is analytic in Re s ) 2 resp. Re s ) 1 , and has the natural boundary
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Re s s 2 resp. Re s s 1 . Since the first term z s y 3 absolutely
Ž .converges if and only if Re s ) 4 and is analytic on the whole s-plane, we
obtain Proposition 3.5.1.
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4. CONVERGENCE OF ZETA FUNCTIONS AND
GELFAND]KIRILLOV DIMENSIONS
It is known that for a commutative finitely generated ring R over Z,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z s absolutely converges if and only if Re s ) dim R , where dim RR
denotes the Krull dimension of R. In this section, we consider the
relationship between convergence of zeta functions of non-commutative
rings and Gelfand]Kirillov dimensions of rings.
4.1. We introduce the definition of the Gelfand]Kirillov dimension. The
Gelfand]Kirillov dimension is defined usually for algebras over fields. For
a finitely generated algebra A over a field k, the Gelfand]Kirillov
Ž .  4  4dimension GKdim A g t g R; t G 0 j "‘ of A is defined as follows:
Let S be a finite set of the generators of A over k. Then
log dim V SŽ .Ž .k n
GKdim A s lim sup ,Ž . ž /log nn“‘
Ž . n j Ž j where V S is the k-subspace Ý kS of A S s x ??? x ; x , . . . , x gn js0 1 j 1 j
4. Ž .S . This is independent of the choice of S. If A is commutative, GKdim A
Ž . Ž w x .coincides with the Krull dimension dim A . See M-R, Chap. 8 .
For a commutative ring R and a finitely generated R-algebra A, we
define
GKdim A; R s sup GKdim A m k p q dim Rrp ; p g Spec R , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R
Ž .where k p denotes the residue field of p. For a finitely generated ring A
over Z, we define the Gelfand]Kirillov dimension of A by
GKdim A s GKdim A; Z .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .GKdim A s dim A holds again for a commutative finitely generated
ring A over Z.
w x4.2. By Gromov Gr , for a finitely generated group G and for a field k,
Ž w x.GKdim k G is finite if and only if G has a nilpotent subgroup of finite
index. From this we can deduce that for a finitely generated group G and
for a commutative finitely generated ring R / 0 over Z, G has a nilpotent
Ž w x. Žsubgroup of finite index if and only if GKdim R G is finite. To see this,
we have to show that if G is a finitely generated group having a nilpotent
Ž w x Ž ..subgroup of finite index, then GKdim R G m k p is bounded by aZ
Ž .number which is independent of p g Spec Z . This fact is a consequence
w x . Žof Ba . We say the Gelfand]Kirillov dimension is finite also in the case
.it is y‘.
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THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a free abelian group of finite rank n, and G be a
group ha¤ing an exact sequence
1 “ H “ G “ Z “ 1.
Let R be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z, and let A be the group
w xring R G . Then we ha¤e:
Ž . Ž .1 If R / 0, the function z s con¤erges if and only if G has aA
nilpotent subgroup of finite index.
Ž .2 If G has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index, there exist integers
Ž . Ž . Ž .c 0 , . . . , c n q 1 such that c n q 1 s 1 and such that
nq1
Ž .c i
z s s z s y i .Ž . Ž .ŁA R
is0
Ž . Ž .In particular, the function z s absolutely con¤erges if and only if Re s )A
Ž .dim R q n q 1.
Ž .3 If G is nilpotent,
z s s z X s ,Ž . Ž .A R
X w y1 y1 y1 xwhere R s R X , X , . . . , X , X , X , X .1 1 n n nq1 nq1
Ž .By 4.2, Theorem 4.3 1 implies
Ž .COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be as in Theorem 4.3. The function z s con-A
¤erges if and only if the Gelfand]Kirillo¤ dimension of A is finite.
We prove Theorem 4.3 in Subsections 4.5]4.8.
4.5. Here we give the preparations for the proof of Theorem 4.3.
PROPOSITION 4.5.1. Let B be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z,
and let f : B “ B be an automorphism of B. Let A be the skew Laurent
 N i 4polynomial ring Ý a T ; N G 0, a g B in which the multiplication isisyN i i
Ž . Ž .defined by the rule Ta s f a T a g B . Let p be a prime number, and let K
Ž .be the algebraic closure of F . We put S s Ł S , and S s Spec B ,p A r G1 A, r B
Ž . Ž .so S K s Hom B, K the set of ring homomorphisms from B into K.B
Ž .Then as sets endowed with actions of Gal KrF we ha¤ep
S K rf = KU , S K ,Ž . Ž .B A
Ž . Ž . Uwhere S K rf is the quotient of S K by the action of f , and K is theB B
multiplicati¤e group of K. The isomorphism is defined as follows: For h g
Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ž .S K s Hom B, K and c g K , the image of the pair h, c in S K isB A
the class of the following irreducible representation V o¤er K. Let m be the
m Žminimal integer G 1 such that hf s h. Such m exists since the images of
hf i for all i g Z are a finite field k which is independent of i and there is only
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Ža finite number of homomorphisms from B to k for B is finitely generated
. . Ž .o¤er Z . Then V is the m-dimensional K-¤ector space with basis e 1 F i F mi
on which A acts by
ae s h f i a e a g BŽ . Ž .Ž .i i
Te s e if 2 F i F m , Te s ce .i iy1 1 m
The proof is similar to the argument in Example 3.6. Let V be a finite
dimensional irreducible representation of A over K. Let ¤ be a non-zero
element of V which is an eigenvector for all elements of B. The eigenval-
ues give a homomorphism h : B “ K. Let m be the minimal integer G 1
such that hf m s h. Then by the argument as in Example 3.6, we see that B
i yi i Ž .acts on T ¤ via hf , the T ¤ 0 F i - m form a K-basis of V, and V is
m Ždetermined by h and the action of T which is a scalar since it commutes
.with the actions of B and T . Proposition 4.5.1 follows from these facts.
We omit the proofs of the following elementary lemmas.
LEMMA 4.5.2. Let G and H be as in Theorem 4.3. Let f : H “ H be the
automorphism of H defined by x ‹ a xay1 where a is an element of G
Žwhose image in Z is 1. Then the automorphism f is quasi-unipotent that is,
m .f is unipotent for some m G 1 if and only if the group G has a nilpotent
subgroup of finite index. The automorphism f is unipotent if and only if the
group G is nilpotent.
LEMMA 4.5.3. Let L be a finitely generated free abelian group and let
Ž .g : L “ L be a homomorphism such that det g / 0. Then
< <aKer g : L m QrZ “ L m QrZ s det g .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Z Z
w x w x4.6. Let A s R G and B s R H for R, G, H as in Theorem 4.3. Let
f : H “ H be as in Lemma 4.5.2, and denote the automorphism of B
which is induced by f , by the same letter f. Then A coincides with the
 N i 4skew Laurent polynomial ring Ý a T ; N G 0, a g B with the ruleisyN i i
Ž . Ž .Ta s f a T a g B . Assume R / 0. Then there is a prime number p and
a homomorphism R “ K where K is an algebraic closure of F . We fixp
this homomorphism R “ K, and we define a finite field k as the image of
RŽ . RŽ .this homomorphism. Let S K and S K be the sets of K-rationalA B
points of S and S as R-schemes, respectively. By Proposition 4.5.1, weA B
have
S R K rf = KU , S R K .Ž . Ž .B A
Furthermore
S R K s Hom B , K , Hom H , KU , L m KUŽ . Ž . Ž .B R Z
, L m QrZ non y p ,Ž . Ž .Z
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Ž .Ž .where QrZ non y p is the subgroup of QrZ consisting of elements
Ž .whose denominators are prime to p, and L s Hom H, Z . For a finite
RŽ .extension F of k in K which has q elements, let X F be theq q
Ž . RŽ .Gal KrF -fixed part of S K rf. Then we haveq B
X R F s x mod f ; x g L m QrZ non y p , q y f i x s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .q Z
for some i g Z4
s x mod f ; x g L m QrZ , q y f i x s 0 for some i g Z ,Ž . 4Ž .Z
i Ž .where the f are considered as endomorphisms of L m QrZ .Z
Ž . Ž .4.7. We prove 2 , 3 of Theorem 4.3. In Subsection 4.7, we assume that
G has a nilpotent subgroup of finite index.
Ž . Ž .We define the integers c i which appear in Theorem 4.3 2 . Let
a , . . . ,a be all the eigenvalues of f , and let1 n
m1
i ig T s T y a ??? T y a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1 nm is1
Ž .where m is an integer ) 0 such that all of a i s 1, . . . , n are mth rootsi
Ž . w xof 1. Then g T g Z T . This is because every coefficient of the above
polynomial can be expressed as a finite sum in which each term has the
Ž . m iform " 1rm Ý b for an mth root b of 1, which is 0 if b / 1 and is "1is1
if b s 1.
We put
T y 1 g T s c 0 q c 1 T q ??? qc n q 1 T nq1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .By the above argument, all of the c i i s 0, . . . , n q 1 are integers and
Ž .c n q 1 s 1.
Let the notation be as in Subsection 4.6.
Ž i.LEMMA 4.7.1. There exists an integer r ) 0 such that Ker q y f s
Ž iqr .Ker q y f for all i g Z.
Ž i. < Ž i. <Proof. By Lemma 4.5.3, aKer q y f s det q y f for i g Z. From
Ž i. Ž i . Ž i . Žthe fact that det q y f s q y a ??? q y a where the a j s 1, . . . ,1 n j
.n are the eigenvalues of f and the fact that all of the eigenvalues of f are
< Ž i. <roots of 1, det q y f F C for some integer C ) 0 which does not
Ž i. Ž .depend on i. For any x g Ker q y f , i g Z, let l x be the order of the
 jŽ . 4 Ž i. Ž . Žset S s f x ; j g Z . Since S ; Ker q y f , l x F C, and x g Ker qx x
iq lX. X Ž . < Xy f for any l g Z such that l x l . Hence there exists such an integer
r ) 0, in fact, for example, we can take r s C!.
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LEMMA 4.7.2. Let r be as in Lemma 4.7.1. Then under the map
Ž i. RŽ .w : P Ker q y f “ X F , the in¤erse image of each element of0 F i- r q
RŽ .X F is of order r.q
RŽ . ŽProof. The inverse image of any element y of X F in L m Qrq Z
.Ž .  jŽ . 4Z non y p is expressed as S s f x ; j g Z for some element x ofx
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .L m QrZ non y p such that w x s y. The order l x of the set S isZ x
finite as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.7.1. Furthermore we have
Ž iq lX. Ž . Ž iq lX.S ; Ker q y f when l x divides l9, and S l Ker q y f s Bx x
Ž . RŽ .when l x does not divide l9. So for any element of X F , the order ofq
Ž . Ž Ž ..the inverse image is l x = rrl x s r.
Ž . Ž .Now we can prove 2 , 3 of Theorem 4.3. By Lemma 4.5.3 and Lemma
4.7.2,
aX R F s g q .Ž .Ž .q
So




z s s z s y i .Ž . Ž .ŁA R
is0
Ž .Concerning 3 , if G is nilpotent, all the eigenvalues of f are 1. So in
this case we have
n
g T s T y 1 .Ž . Ž .
Hence
nq1T y 1 g T s T y 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence the result follows.
Ž .4.8. We prove 1 of Theorem 4.3. It remains to prove that if G has no
Ž .nilpotent subgroup of finite index, then the function z s diverges.A
Proof. Since f is not quasi-unipotent, there is an eigenvalue of f which
is not a root of 1. Since a non-zero algebraic integer which is not a root of
1 has a conjugate over Q whose absolute value is ) 1, there exists an
w xeigenvalue of f whose absolute value is ) 1 We2, Chap. 4, Theorem 8 .
Ž i.Hence by Lemma 4.5.3, the order of Ker q y f can become arbitrarily
large when i varies. We show that, with the notation in Subsection 4.6,
RŽ . Ž Ž . .X F is an infinite set this shows that the function z s diverges .q A
RŽ . RŽ .Assume that X F is finite. The inverse image of any element of X Fq q
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Ž i. RŽ .  jŽ .under the map D Ker q y f “ X F is expressed as S s f x ; jig Z q x
4 Ž .Ž .g Z for some element x of L m QrZ non y p . The set S is a finiteZ x
Ž i. Žset by the fact that S ; Ker q y f and Lemma 4.5.3. Hence D Ker qx ig Z
i. Ž i.yf is a finite set. It contradicts the fact that the order of Ker q y f can
become arbitrarily large when i varies.
Hence we accomplish the proof of Theorem 4.3.
DEFINITION 4.9. Here we introduce the ``modified Hasse zeta function''
U Ž .z s of a finitely generated ring A over Z, to formulate Conjectures 4.11A
and 4.14 concerning the relationship between the convergence of the zeta
Ž .function and GKdim A . Theorem 4.3 suggests the existence of a strong
relationship, but there is an example of a finitely generated ring A over Z
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .such that z s s 1 identically and GKdim A s ‘ see Lemma 4.10.2 .A
For a finitely generated ring A over Z, we define the modified Hasse
U Ž .zeta function z s of A asA
y1ysUz s s 1 y N M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ŁA
M
where M runs over all isomorphism classes of simple A-modules such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .aEnd M is finite, and N M s aEnd M .A A
Remark that in this definition, M itself need not be a finite module.
Ž . U Ž .4.10. The function z s and the function z s coincide for manyA A
examples:
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.10.1. 1 Define the properties F i of finitely generated rings
Ž .o¤er Z for i G 0, inducti¤ely as follows: A is F 0 if and only if A is a finite
Ž .ring. For i ) 0, A is F i if and only if there is a commutati¤e finitely
generated ring R o¤er Z such that A has an R-algebra structure and Arm A
Ž . Ž .are F i y 1 for all maximal ideals m of R. Then, if A is F i for some i G 0,
we ha¤e
z s s z U s .Ž . Ž .A A
Ž .2 Let G be a finitely generated group ha¤ing a polycyclic subgroup of
finite index. Let R be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z and let A
w xbe the group ring R G . Then
z s s z U s .Ž . Ž .A A
ŽFor example, the group G in Theorem 4.3 is a polycyclic group, and hence
Ž . U Ž . .z s s z s for the ring A in Theorem 4.3.A A
Ž .3 The rings A in Examples 3.1]3.7 satisfy
z s s z U s .Ž . Ž .A A
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Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 Let A be a ring which is F i for some i G 0 and let M be
Ž .an A-module such that End M is finite. We prove by induction on i thatA
M itself is finite. In the case i s 0, this is clear since a simple A-module is
isomorphic to the quotient of the finite ring A by a left ideal of A.
Assume i ) 0. The action of R on M is contained in the finite field
Ž . Ž .End M . Let m be the kernel of R “ End M . Since the image isA A
finite, Rrm is a finite field, that is, m is a maximal ideal of R. Since M is
regarded as an Arm A-module, M is finite by the hypothesis of the
induction.
Ž . w x2 By Ro , any simple A-module is finite.
Ž . Ž .3 The rings A in Examples 3.1]3.7 satisfy the assumption of 1 . In
Ž .fact the rings in Examples 3.1]3.7 are F 2 . For each ring A in Examples
3.1]3.7, let m be a maximal ideal of R in Examples 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and
Ž . Ž X .3.7 resp. of Z in Example 3.5 resp. of R in Corollary 3.2 . Then there is
a finitely generated subring B over Rrm in Examples 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.6, and
Ž . Ž X .3.7 resp. over Zrm in Example 3.5 resp. over R rm in Corollary 3.2
contained in the center of the ring Arm A such that Arm A is a finitely
Ž .generated B-module. So the Arm A are F 1 .
Ž .LEMMA 4.10.2 due to K. Kato . Let k be a finite field, and let A s
 4 ² :k X, Y, U, V r XY y 1, UV y 1, YX q VU y 1 .
Ž . Ž .1 The function z s is identically 1.A
Ž . U Ž .2 The function z s di¤erges.A
Ž . Ž .3 GKdim A s ‘.
Ž . s Ž X.Proof. 1 We show that the set R k is empty for any integer r G 1A, r
X s Ž X . Ž . Ž .and any finite field k . Indeed for an element h g R k , h X h Y s 1A, r
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and h U h V s 1, so h Y h X s 1 and h V h U s 1. Hence
1 s h 1 s h YX q VU s 1 q 1 s 2,Ž . Ž .
a contradiction.
Ž . Ž .2 For each integer r ) 1, let M r be the following A-module: Let
m s 2 r y 1, and let S be the set of all integers i which are congruent to
Ž .some power of 2 modulo m. Let M r be the infinite dimensional k-vector
Ž . Ž . Ž .space with basis e i i g S , and define the actions of X, Y, U, V on M r
as follows:
Ž . Ž . Ž .X sends e i to e ir2 if i is even, and sends e i to 0 if i is odd.
Ž . Ž .Y sends e i to e 2 i .
Ž . ŽŽ . . Ž .U sends e i to e i q m r2 if i is odd, and sends e i to 0 if i is
even.
Ž . Ž .V sends e i to e 2 i y m .
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We have XY s 1, UV s 1, YX q VU s 1. So we have an action of A on
Ž . Ž .M r for each r. We show that the A-module M r is a simple A-module
Ž Ž .. Ž .such that End M r s k for each r, and if r and s are not equal, M rA
Ž . Ž .and M s are not isomorphic. For each r, let N r be the r-dimensional
Ž . Ž i. Ž .k-vector space of M r generated by e 2 for i s 0, . . . , r y 1. Then N r
 4  4is stable under the action of k X, U , and any non-zero k X, U -submod-
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4ule of M r contains N r , as is seen easily. N r is simple as a k X, U -
Ž .  4module. Hence M r has a unique simple k X, U -submodule which has
Ž . Ž .dimension r over k. Hence r s s if and only if M r and M s are
X Ž . X Ž .isomorphic. If M is a non-zero A-submodule of M r , M contains N r ,
Ž . Ž . X Ž .and N r generates M r over A as is easily seen. Hence M s M r , and
Ž . Ž Ž ..this shows that M r is a simple A-module. Let h g End M r . SinceA
Ž .  4 Ž .N r is the unique simple k X, U -module contained in M r , h sends
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N r into N r . Since the kernel of X : N r “ N r is a one dimensional
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .k-vector space generated by e 1 , we have h e 1 s ae 1 for some a g k.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .Since e 1 generates M r over A for the A-module M r is simple , we
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..have h x s ax for any x g M r . Hence End M r s k for each r.A
Ž .  4 Ž Ž ..3 It can be seen easily that the map k Y, V “ End M r isk
 4 winjective for any r. This shows that k Y, V “ A is injective. By M-R,
x Ž . Ž  4.8.1.15 and 8.2.2 , this implies GKdim A G GKdim k Y, V s ‘.
CONJECTURE 4.11. Let A be a finitely generated ring o¤er Z. The function
U Ž .z s con¤erges if and only if the Gelfand]Kirillo¤ dimension of A is finite.A
Ž . DEFINITION 4.12. We define the ``zeta dimension'' z dim A g t g
4  4R; t G 0 j "‘ of A by
z dim A s Inf d g R; z U s absolutely converges if Re s ) d . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .A
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.13. 1 For rings A in Examples 3.1]3.8, we ha¤e:
Example 3.1.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s GKdim A s dim R q 2n.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Example 3.2.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s GKdim A s dim R q 3.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Example 3.3.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s GKdim A s dim R q 2.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Example 3.4.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s GKdim A s dim R q 3.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Example 3.5.
z dim A s GKdim A s 4.Ž . Ž .
Example 3.6.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s dim R q 2 F GKdim A - ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Example 3.7.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s 4.Ž . Ž .
GKdim A s 5.Ž .
Example 3.8.
z dim A s GKdim A; R s GKdim A s ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .2 Let R be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z and let A be a
finitely generated algebra o¤er R which is of finite type as an R-module. Then
z dim A s GKdim A; R s GKdim AŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and this number is equal to dim R if R “ A is injecti¤e.
Ž .3 Let R and A be as in Theorem 4.3. Then
z dim A F GKdim A; R s GKdim A .Ž . Ž . Ž .
If R / 0, the inequality is an equality if and only if G has an abelian subgroup
of finite index.
Ž .Proof. 1 In Example 3.5, put R s Z. For the rings A in Examples
Ž . Ž .3.1]3.8, the relations between z dim A and dim R follow from our
Ž . Ž .computation of z s and from Lemma 4.10.1 3 . The relations betweenA
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xGKdim A; R or GKdim A and dim R follow from M-R, 8.2.10 for the
w Ž .xrings A in Example 3.1]3.5, from Ba; Wa, Theorem 1 b for Example 3.7,
w xand from M-R, 8.1.15 for Example 3.8.
Ž . Ž . Ž .In Example 3.6, GKdim A; R s dim R q 2 F GKdim A is easily
Ž .proved. It remains to prove GKdim A - ‘ in Example 3.6. It is sufficient
to prove the following fact: Let F be a field, R a commutative finitely
 4 ² :generated ring over F, a g R, and let A s R X, Y r XY y aYX . Then
Ž . Ž . XGKdim A F 2 dim R q 2. To show this, let S be a finite set of genera-
Y  4 X Ytors of R containing a, let S be the set X, Y , and let S s S j S . Then
S is a finite set of generators of A. For n G 0, an element of SY n is
expressed in the form amY iX j with i, j, m G 0, i q j s n, m F n2. Hence
Ž . Ž X. i j2V S ; Ý V S Y X . From this we haven iqjF n n
1
X
2dim V S F n q 1 n q 2 dim V S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .F n F n2
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This shows
GKdim A F 2 q 2 GKdim R s 2 dim R q 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . w Ž .x2 We may assume that R “ A is injective. By M-R, 8.2.9 ii , we
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .have GKdim A; R s GKdim A s dim R . It remains to prove z dim A
Ž .s dim R .
Ž .Replacing Spec R by its dense open affine subscheme U, and by
Ž . Ž .applying the induction on dim R to the complement of U in Spec R , we
are reduced to the following situation. There is a nilpotent two-sided ideal
I of A such that ArI is an Azumaya algebra over the center C and C is a
Ž .finitely generated module over Rr R l I . In this situation, we have
dim R s dim Rr R l I s dim CŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s z dim C s z dim ArIŽ . Ž .
s z dim A ,Ž .
where the first equation follows from the fact R l I is a nilpotent ideal of
Ž .R, the fourth equation follows from Proposition 2.1 3 , and the last
Ž . Ž . Ž .equation follows from z s s z s for I is nilpotent .A A r I
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 By Theorem 4.3, z dim A s dim R q n q 1. Hence the result
w Ž .xfollows from Ba; Wa, Theorem 1 b .
CONJECTURE 4.14. Let R be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z,
and let A be a finitely generated R-algebra. Then
z dim A F GKdim A; R .Ž . Ž .
4.15. By Proposition 4.13, the Conjectures 4.11 and 4.14 are true for the
rings A in Examples 3.1]3.8, and also for the rings A as in Proposition
Ž . Ž .4.13 2 , 3 .
Ž .Remark 4.16. 1 If R and R are commutative finitely generated1 2
rings over Z with a homomorphism R “ R , and if A is a finitely1 2
generated R -algebra, then the following holds:2
GKdim A; R G GKdim A; R .Ž . Ž .1 2
For example, for a commutative finitely generated ring R over Z and for a
finitely generated algebra A over R, we have
GKdim A; R F GKdim A .Ž . Ž .
Ž .The inequality can be strict as in Proposition 4.13 1 , Example 3.7.
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Ž .2 The Krull dimensions of non-commutative rings do not behave
so well as the Gelfand]Kirillov dimensions concerning the convergence of
zeta functions. For example, for a ring A as in Theorem 4.3, the Krull
Ž .dimension of A is always dim R q n q 1, whether the zeta function
w xconverges or not M-F, 6.9.13 .
5. QUESTIONS
Many questions arise concerning zeta functions of non-commutative
rings. I present some of them here.
Concerning the zeta dimension, the following questions arise:
Ž .QUESTION 5.1. Is there a purely algebraic definition of z dim A ?
Ž .QUESTION 5.2. Is z dim A always an integer if it is not ‘ or y‘?
QUESTION 5.3. Let R be a commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z, and
g a Lie algebra o¤er R which is free of finite rank n as an R-module. Then,
for the uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra A of g , does
z dim A s dim R q n?Ž . Ž .
Concerning ``what kind of functions appear as zeta functions of non-
commutative rings'':
QUESTION 5.4. Is there a purely algebraic characterization of a finitely
generated ring o¤er Z whose zeta function coincides with the zeta function of
some commutati¤e finitely generated ring o¤er Z? A more specific question is
the following: If g is a Lie algebra o¤er Z which is of finite type as a
Z-module, A is the uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra of g , and if g m Q is notZ
Ž .sol¤able, does it always happen that z s does not coincide with the HasseA
zeta functions of any commutati¤e finitely generated rings o¤er Z?
QUESTION 5.5. For a finite field F , is there a finitely generated F -algebraq q
Ž .A such that the function z s con¤erges but it is not a rational function ofA
ys Ž Ž .q ? Remark each function z s for an integer r ) 0 is a rational functionA, r
ys . Ž U Ž . .of q by Theorem 1.2. The same question about z s arises.A
Concerning zeros, poles, and values of zeta functions:
QUESTION 5.6. Is it possible to formulate Tate conjectures and Beilin-
Ž .son]Bloch conjectures which relate the orders of zeros or poles of z s atA
integer points to K-groups of A?
Ž .QUESTION 5.7. What are the arithmetic meanings of ¤alues of z s atA
integer points? Are they related to structures of K-groups of A as in Lichten-
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baum conjectures? Is there a non-commutati¤e ¤ersion of Iwasawa theory,
which generalizes the relationship between p-adic L-functions and ideal class
groups to non-commutati¤e rings? Are there Euler systems for non-commuta-
ti¤e rings?
QUESTION 5.8. Is there a ``Riemann's hypothesis'' for non-commutati¤e
rings? If it exists, is there and what is the non-commutati¤e ¤ersion of the
prime number theorem? In the commutati¤e case, Deligne pro¤ed Riemann's
hypothesis for rings o¤er F , de¤eloping the theory of ``weights.'' What can wep
do for non-commutati¤e F -algebras?p
Concerning the relation with transcendental theory:
Ž .QUESTION 5.9. How can the ``gamma factor '' G s of a finitely generatedA
 4 ² :ring A o¤er Z be defined? For example, if A s Z X, Y r XY y YX y 1
Ž . Ž .whose zeta function is z s y 2 Example 3.1 , it is natural to expect
s y 2
yŽ sy2.r2G s s G ? p .Ž .A ž /2
 4 ²Does this function arise from analytic properties of the ring R X, Y r XY y
:  4 ²YX y 1 ? Does it arise from some ``Hodge theory'' of R X, Y r XY y YX
:y 1 just as the gamma factors of commutati¤e rings?
Ž .In the case A is the uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra of sl Z , can we find a2
Ž . Ž . Ž .gamma factor G s for which the product G s z s has an analyticA A A
Žcontinuation to the whole s-plane and satisfies a functional equation so this
Ž . Ž .G s should also ha¤e the natural boundary Re s s 2 and cannot beA
.similar to the usual gamma function ?
For the ring of integers in a number field, the adelic method gi¤es uniform
definitions of the gamma factors and the Euler factors at maximal ideals, and
gi¤es the proofs of the analytic continuation and the functional equation. N.
Kurokawa imagines that this should be extended to all finitely generated rings
Ž .o¤er Z of course e¤en the commutati¤e case is not yet done and he imagines
Ž w xthat Wiener measure theory on infinite dimensional Adelic spaces cf. Sa for
.Wiener measures on p-adic Banach spaces should be used to ha¤e uniform
Ž . Ž . Ž U Ž ..definitions of G s and z s or z s as integrals.A A A
QUESTION 5.10. If G is a finitely generated group and if g is a finitely
generated Lie algebra o¤er Z, what is the relationship between the representa-
tion theory of G or g o¤er C and the shapes of the zeta function of the group
w xring Z G or the en¤eloping algebra of g o¤er Z, respecti¤ely?
Concerning the lack of non-commutative arithmetic geometry:
Ž .QUESTION 5.11. For each integer r G 1, the function z s comes fromA, r
the commutati¤e arithmetic geometry of the scheme S and there is notA, r
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Ž .much relation between the schemes S , but the function z s which is theA, r A
Ž .product of the functions z s for all r G 1 has a simple shape in manyA, r
Ž .examples we computed Section 3 . Furthermore in Examples 3.1, 3.4, 3.6,
Ž .z s is ¤ery rigid when we change the parameters defining A through eachA
Ž .z s depends hea¤ily on parameters. Is there non-commutati¤e arithmeticA, r
Ž .geometric theory on Spec A which explains these phenomena?
QUESTION 5.12. Is it possible to extend the K-theoretic class field theory of
Parshin, Kato]Saito, and Bloch to non-commutati¤e rings, and relate it to
``abelian L-functions'' for non-commutati¤e rings?
QUESTION 5.13. The zeta functions of commutati¤e rings are related, ¤ia
Weil conjectures pro¤ed by Deligne, to ¤arious cohomology theories: etale
cohomology, Betti cohomology, de Rham cohomology, and crystalline coho-
mology. Are there non-commutati¤e analogues of these relations? Is the
periodic cycle homology related to zeta functions of non-commutati¤e rings?
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